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Defender hd10 top speed

This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We assume you are ok with this, but you can opt out if you want. Accept Rejection Read MorePrivate and Cookie Policy · Discussion starter • #1 • September 26, 2016 Hey guys, I'm trying to figure out how well a Defender XT HD10 could do as a trail ride vehicle. A few times a year it'd go on an all-day trail ride (Wisconsin and/or Upper Michigan State
trails). Has anyone been taking an 8 hour drive with one before? If so, how would it be? Easily? Fast enough? I currently have two ATVs and I'm discussing a marketing one for a new Outlander or go with Defender. My family does have some land, so I like the idea of UTV work, but I'd also like to use it on the trail. And no, I don't want a commander. I'd like bench seats. Any help would be great. Thank you!
Oh, and if anyone knows the top speed hd10, that'd be a bonus for sure. I want to make sure she'll keep up (or at least not lag too far behind) the 570's Outlanders. · with utv you have to go super slow on any turns or around the trees and stuff if you have ones, your trails and bench seat id are going to do all that worse. this is why I have one utv for work and outlander max take my daughter together for trail
rides · Super slow? Not. I have an HD8 and I got about 6 hours riding on it one day and it was fine for me, I sold my 2011 outlander max Ltd for the defender. I also have a farm and it works great for that. HD8 not 55/60 HD10 will do 65/70 mph. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Pro · it's not about how fast it goes, so how fast can you go on the trails you have. on the four foot four-wheeler trails I have to
crawl through my 55-inch rhino scraping trees permanently. you can't fly and throttle turn like a quad and its not very exciting. unless you have super wide trails · He asked about the top speed on the right? I have built mine with my paces and I haven't found it tippy at all. Most of our ATV/UTV trails are snowmobile trails in winter also, so I guess they are wider.. · he did, just saying that there is more than
that, if there are wide trails, then fine. he also asked kow it compared to 570, and it has no acceleration and top speed it goes like a 72, and there get there in a hurry. but a lot of people are going down the trails to cut the atvs, and the only place you can come anywhere where at top speed either my quad or rhino is the way and I avoid it. there are trails is maybe a 10 percent snowmobile, most of it gets
planted during the summer, so the only places the farms will allow you to go are down in the hedge cut trees or in the woods they don't use either its tight and not driving anywhere near the top speed that is said i ride the quad most of the time whether we have tools around and looking for stuff or pulling the butt and enjoying the fun of the quad and rhino i use only when i need to work and need a bed or
pulling power · Drag the hd10 defender's neck and neck with my 570. Even up to the top speed. Sent Sent my iPhone using Tapatalk · Pretty sure my HD 10 turns off at 65 mph....... it's over, but seems to be governing. · Wi and Upper MI trails are super wide, so the width won't matter. I can run most of those 60-70mph on my 1K Renegade! · Hello, Did you ever pull the trigger on the defender? I have done
a ton of trail riding with my HD8. Works great. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We assume you are ok with this, but you can opt out if you want. Accept Read MorePrivacy &amp; Cookies Policies · Discussion starter • #1 • February 29, 2016 Does anyone know the Top Speed of Defender 800? I know they aren't sporting side by side, but I don't want to buy anything that is a bullet.
Trying to decide between Defender 800, Ranger 570 xp, or Teryx 4. I want something to make a miss and a little guy with us on horses as well as could plow/snowblow snow. Thank you. · Does anyone know the top speed of defender 800? I know they aren't sporting side by side, but I don't want to buy anything that is a bullet. Trying to decide between Defender 800, Ranger 570 xp, or Teryx 4. I want
something to make a miss and a little guy with us on horses as well as could plow/snowblow snow. Thank you. Your Liar, Stealer, Dealer Needs to Know !!!! · Taken from here in the 2016 Can Am Defender review – Steven's sales I couldn't get defender up to its top speed, but I did get hd10 to 54MPH as shown above. It felt like it might have gone faster, but I ended up on the road. The amount of torque
that the engine has turned off the line is quite breathtaking. Update: Top speed HD10 is 62MPH. · If it does 127 km per hour when it w as new, 123 once last year. · He talks about Defender · Discussion starter • #6 • 1.03.2016 I posted a great ^^^^ ^ He said he can go 62mph · My dealer also told me 62 mph about the 800 defender. They gear down vs. the commander pulling power. · Discussion starter •
#9 • March 3, 2016 If it's 62 miles per hour for 800. That would be more than enough! I hope that's the case. · more than enough for me. This may be my next when I pay off my boat. Sell out the commander and fund the rest. · Update: Top speed HD10 is 62MPH. Or would like to know the top speed hd8. My google-fu to this point has found people mentioning it tops out at 50mph. · Nothing definitive, but
found this little nugget in the Defender review from Rocks and Ruts We managed to hit speeds in excess of 50 mph easily with an HD8 engine without hitting the rev qualifier and never felt the loss of power ascending any rutted hilly trails. Work for me. : smile: · I had my defender on the highway today. It will hit 50 mph, but it seems to cruise well at 45mph. Keeping the rpm is out of red. · Does anyone know
the top speed of defender 800? I know they aren't sporting side by side, but I don't want to buy anything that is a bullet. Trying to decide between Defender 800, Ranger 570 xp, or Teryx 4. i want something to do Take the misses and little guy with us on the horses as well as could plow/snowblow snow. Thank you. The Razor ACE 570 is limited to 65 MPH. Teryx 4 is around 55-60 MPH. I have friends with
both of them and they are nice about what they do. ACE doesn't slide a bit more because there is almost no weight on it. Teryx 4 is not good, but seems a bit underpowered for the 4 sailor, but handles the jumps and whoops really well. -Kris · On the facebook page someone hit 55 no problem with their HD8 XT · Had my HD8 on the blacktop last week and was going 55 mph and had a little space left on the
throttle, but I don't think it would have gained much higher speed. Fast enough for me! · HD8 Speed I took the new HD8XT last Friday and I got it up to 58 on gravel and 63 on the highway. Much faster than I need. I really like the car. If you get the windshield does not get the cheapest plexi, because it scratches quite easily. Love the car! Mine is not 56 on gravel and 61 on tar. I have 28 inch 8 ply tires that
are heavier then stock. Base model hd8 with half windshield · HD8 commander? Never heard of it. Is this a new model commander? Maybe I signed in to the wrong commander's forum. · My 17 crew of 1000 went 64 on gravel today. Although there are many models on the UTV market nowadays, May 2016 May am Defender is definitely a model with one of the best reputations. This is an entry-level model
defender series that is designed primarily for work. This model is one of the best working machines available on the market. With excellent performances, and a great balance between quality and price, it is the first choice for many UTV lovers. This model is well designed. It's tough for any kind of work, but it also offers a high level of comfort. It is also highly customizable, which means you can configure the
exact vehicle you want. 2016 Can Am Defender features 2016 Can Am Defender is the main work machine. It's designed for hard work and has a high-rigour chassis, which makes this UTV a great off-road machine capable of performing almost every task. It also offers 40/20/40 benches, a configuration that can be found in many trucks. Although working machine, 2016 Defender also has a beautiful style.
With narrow light and sharp lines, it really has an aggressive appearance. The cabin is well designed. The instrument panel is simple, but shows all the need for information. There are plenty of places, even for the tallest drivers. On the back you will find a large storage box with a total capacity of 1,000 pounds. Many accessories are also available. So, you can install different parts such as doors, roof, body
side protection, bed wall extender or headache rack that will keep you and other passengers from cargo loads. 2016 Can Am Defender performances Well, this is definitely the most amazing part of 2016's Can Am Defender. This UTV is available with two great V-twin engines on offer. The first is called HD8. This is a displacement of 799 cc, and the capacity of about 50 horses. The other, the HD10, is a
976cc V-Twin engine that is good for about 72 horsepower. Both variants feature different drive modes such as 2WD, 4WD, rear and front lock differential etc. It is also worth mentioning that the 2016 Can Am Defender is equipped with a suspension with a 10 inch tour at both ends. The 2016 Can Am Defender price for 2016 Can Am Defender has a starting price of about 11,000 dollars and comes with a 6
month limited guarantee. Guarantees.
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